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An Adaptive Various-Width Data Cache for Low Power Design

Jiongyao YE†a), Yu WAN†, and Takahiro WATANABE†, Members

SUMMARY Modern microprocessors employ caches to bridge the
great speed variance between a main memory and a central processing unit,
but these caches consume a larger and larger proportion of the total power
consumption. In fact, many values in a processor rarely need the full-bit
dynamic range supported by a cache. The narrow-width value occupies a
large portion of the cache access and storage. In view of these observa-
tions, this paper proposes an Adaptive Various-width Data Cache (AVDC)
to reduce the power consumption in a cache, which exploits the popularity
of narrow-width value stored in the cache. In AVDC, the data storage unit
consists of three sub-arrays to store data of different widths. When high
sub-arrays are not used, they are closed to save its dynamic and static power
consumption through the modified high-bit SRAM cell. The main advan-
tages of AVDC are: 1) Both the dynamic and static power consumption
can be reduced. 2) Low power consumption is achieved by the modifica-
tion of the data storage unit with less hardware modification. 3) We exploit
the redundancy of narrow-width values instead of compressed values, thus
cache access latency does not increase. Experimental results using SPEC
2000 benchmarks show that our proposed AVDC can reduce the power con-
sumption, by 34.83% for dynamic power saving and by 42.87% for static
power saving on average, compared with a cache without AVDC.
key words: low power, data cache, frequent values, narrow-width values

1. Introduction

In recent years, power consumption has become a major
constraint factor on the development of integrated circuits,
especially in microprocessors. The cache, as a critical com-
ponent of the modern processor, will constitute an increas-
ingly larger portion of total microprocessor energy dissipa-
tion due to large size, high speed, and frequent access. For
example, the DEC Alpha21164 dissipates 25% [1] and the
StrongARM SA-110 dissipates 43% [2] of its total power
in caches. Thus, reducing the power consumption of cache
is thought to be effective to reduce overall processor power
consumption.

In this paper, we propose an Adaptive Various-width
Data Cache (AVDC) to reduce power consumption by ex-
ploiting value locality with little performance overhead. In
AVDC, the data storage unit consists of three sub-arrays to
store values of different data width. By checking the range
of value, AVDC adaptively shuts off unused sub-arrays for
reducing power consumption. Meanwhile, AVDC would not
increase access latency. The proposed approach directly ex-
ploits the redundancy of values instead of using the com-
pressed data, so the data can be directly accessed without
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decoding. Experimental results using SPEC 2000 bench-
marks show that our proposed AVDC can reduce the power
consumption, by 34.83% for dynamic power saving and by
42.87% for static power saving on average, compared with
a cache without AVDC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, related works and research motivation are de-
scribed. In Sect. 3, we investigate the Various Width Value
(VWV) that is the theoretical basis for this paper. In Sect. 4,
we describe the AVDC. In Sect. 5, we present experimental
results, and Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works and Motivation

The power consumption of integrated circuit is classified
into dynamic power consumption and static power con-
sumption. The dynamic power consumption is consumed
by the state transition of transistor switch, which depends
on the square of the supply voltage, and it is determined by
the switch frequency of the transistor if the operating condi-
tion is determined. The static power consumption is caused
by leakage current which appears even when no switching
is taking place.

The static power consumption approximately equals
the product of supply voltage and leakage current, and it was
very small under the early technology. As a result, numer-
ous approaches have been proposed to reduce the dynamic
power consumption. For example, Block Buffering [19] in-
creases a smaller storage between a CPU and a cache, which
is used to shoulder most of cache access. In [4], another ap-
proach was proposed, where a cache is divided into several
subbanking, and only a subbanking of data where the block
is accessed reduces the redundant energy dissipation. Fur-
thermore, a low-power reconfigurable data design based on
locality and frequent value locality was investigated. With
a little modification to the conventional architecture, the re-
configurable cache architecture could be reconfigured by it-
self with regard to a three-dimensional space, namely, cache
capacity, line size and associativity to make compromise be-
tween performance and power consumption [6].

Other research efforts actively pursued a Frequent
Value (FV) based compression method (e.g. FV Cache [7],
[12]), which reduces the energy consumption by trading off
between lower dynamic energy consumption for frequent
value accesses and higher access times for non-frequent
value accesses. FVs can be stored in the FV cache using
a few bits after encoding instead of using full words. The
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FV cache needs one cycle to read FV from the low-bit ar-
ray. Then, the frequent value is still decoded for the required
word. The latency for decoding can be reduced by using the
subbanking scheme. For a non-frequent value, the required
word need not be encoded. But, accessing a non-frequent
value needs two cycles where the low-bit array is accessed
at the first cycle, and the remained bit array is accessed at
the second cycle.

In recent years, with the continuous development of in-
tegration, the threshold voltage becomes lower and lower,
so that the static power consumption accounts for a larger
portion of total power consumption [8]. So the static power
reduction has been a significant problem, and many tech-
niques have been proposed. For example, Dual-Vt [9]
adopts higher threshold voltage to reduce leakage current on
the premise of sacrificing the access speed; Gated-Vdd [10]
reduces leakage in deep-submicron cache memories. Gated-
Vdd inserts an extra transistor between the voltage source
and the SRAM cell to selectively shut off some unused on-
chip cache line, but it causes the loss of stored information.
MTCMOS [11] dynamically changes the threshold voltage
to make some storage cell in the dormancy state. But the
dormancy storage cell maybe lose the stored information.
Accessing the dormancy storage cell needs to wake it up in
advance, which increases the access latency.

To overcome those drawbacks, the other solutions [3],
[5], [20] have been proposed, which are based on turning off
portions of the cache at the cost of increasing miss rates. A
more aggressive approach proposed in [13], which is based
on the FV cache [7], [12], allows shutting off the unused bit
in the larger sub-array and uses 1-cycle latency for non-FVs
as well as for FVs. Since FVs are stored in encoded form
using only a few bits in the low-bit array, the remaining bits
in the high-bit array can be shut off. This approach reduces
data cache static energy by over 33% on average.

Most of above-mentioned technologies optimize either
the dynamic power consumption or static power consump-
tion. While the low static-power FV data caches [13] give
consideration to both the dynamic and static power con-
sumption, it still has some problems, that is: 1) To re-
duce the power consumption of the FV finder, the preced-
ing study [13] runs the FV finder for the first 5% of memory
accesses, but the partial runtime monitoring makes it diffi-
cult to select the appropriate FVs. 2) FV finder, FV encoder,
and decoder register file cause additional power consump-
tion. 3) FV caches cannot be adapted to General Purpose
Processor (GPP) because it is very difficult to determine the
monitoring time for finding an appropriate set of FVs.

3. Various-Width Value

A narrow-width value is defined as the value with a smaller
width than the full-width of the dynamic range supported
by typical 32 bits or 64 bits processors. The presence of
narrow-width values has been well studied and exploited for
performance and power optimizations in [21], [22]. We fo-
cus on exploiting narrow-width values to reduce power con-

sumption of a data cache. Almost all of the modern proces-
sors use 32 bit or 64 bit data width, but they often deal with
a large number of narrow-width data because a lot of small
variables (e.g. loops, array suffixes etc.), are widely used in a
program. There is similar situation in cache, too. According
to the previous research [16] based on 64-bits data-width, on
average, about 40% of all values can be represented using
just 16-bits, another 45% of the values using 32-bits. Only
about 15% of the values require full-width bits.

To investigate the case for 32-bits data-width, we ex-
perimented with a 32-bit RISC architecture. First of all,
we analyzed all values in the data cache by executing the
SPEC 2000 benchmarks and obtained the width distribution
as shown in Fig. 1. On average, about 52% of all values have
data-width of 8 bits or less, and about 82% values have data
width of 16 bits or less. Furthermore, the values less than or
equal to 4 bit constitute about 43% of all. Similar results are
also reported in previous researches, in which the processors
use wider data sizes (64-bit processors and beyond) [16].

Based on above observation, we carry out a non-
uniform quantization for all of the values in the range of
0 to 231. The values are classified into three patterns as
Short-Width Value (SWV) if its data-width is 4 bits or less,
Medium-Width Value (MWV) for 5–16 bits, or Long-Width
Value (LWV) for larger than 16 bits. SWV, MWV and LWV
are called Various-Width Value (VWV) together. We also
analyzed the VWV patterns in the data cache by executing
the SPEC 2000 benchmarks, and compared with the FVs
according to the number of the selected FVs in the data
cache as shown in Fig. 2 (In Sect. 5, the experimental en-
vironment is described in detail). The results show that on
the average about 43% values are SWV and 82% values
are SWV+MWV (called as SM-WV). It is noted that the
SWV occupies significant proportion, that is, small values
are frequently used in the benchmarks (especially for 0 and
1). Figure 2 also shows the distribution of different grade
VWV compared with FV-32 and FV-64 that mean the num-
ber of the selected FVs are 32 and 64, respectively. The re-
sults show that the distribution of SWV is similar to FV-32,
and the most contribution of SM-WV of benchmark is larger
than FV-64. SWV and SM-WV present very large propor-
tion in the data cache according to these experimented re-

Fig. 1 Bit width distribution.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of VWV compared with frequent value.

sults. Therefore, by storing the SWV or SM-WV in our
proposed AVDC, the power consumption can be effectively
reduced by shutting off unused higher bits.

4. Design of AVDC

This section introduces how the AVDC can reduce cache
power consumption by modifying the SRAM architecture,
and discusses the influence of this scheme to access delay
and cache size.

4.1 AVDC Architecture

In AVDC, a data word is comprised of three sub-arrays and
an additional 2 bits flag-bit. The three sub-arrays are 4-bits
Low-Bit Array (LBA), 12-bits Medium-Bit Array (MBA)
and 16-bits High-Bit Array (HBA). Figure 3 (a) shows the
AVDC architecture. The contents of the flag-bit and output
of the index driver are the two inputs of the AND gate, as
shown in Fig. 3 (b). The flag-bit is composed of flag1 and
flag2. If the flag is 0, the corresponding sub-array is shut
off. Otherwise the sub-array is normally accessed. Figure 4
illustrates the overall architecture. We add a VWV Patterns
Detector (VWVP-D) to capture VWV patterns, and decide
whether the corresponding flag-bit needs to be set or reset.
The VWVP-D is a very simple OR logic, so Fig. 4 does not
give a specific circuit. For the value of width D (D = 32),
the logic expression of flag-bit is as follows:

Flag1 = OR(D4 : D31) (1)

Flag2 = OR(D16 : D31) (2)

Different with the reading operation of FVs cache,
when reading a word from AVDC, the value stored in AVDC
is not compressed data, so AVDC need not decode time.
Thus, the whole 32 bit would be read out without access la-
tency. If the value is LWV, all of the output 32 bits come
from storage unit of word line. If the value is SWV or SM-
WV, the used sub-arrays are normally accessed, and the un-
used bits can automatically export 0 through the modified
sense amplifier (described in Sect. 4.3). The unused SRAM
cell of an data array and sense amplifier are turned off, so the
access to the unused bits are avoided, and the cache activity

Fig. 3 Modified data array for AVDC (a) AVDC architecture (b) AVDC
line architecture of one word.

Fig. 4 Architectural design overview.

is reduced, too.
A write operation to AVDC is performed as follows:

after the word to be written is identified by the VWVP-D,
the value can be stored in LBA if the value is less than 24, or
stored in LBA+MBA if the value is between 24 and 216 − 1,
and the corresponding flag-bit is reset. In these two case,
accessing to the unused array is avoided. Otherwise, the
value is LWV, and all of LBA, MBA and HBA are accessed
as well as the flag-bit being closed. For a cache write access,
write data is usually held in a pipeline buffer for a cycle
while the cache tags are checked. The VWVP-D can occur
while the write data is waiting in the buffer and hence we
expect no visible delay penalty.

4.2 SRAM Cell and Its Modification

Here, we need to modify the SRAM cell except LBA. The
architecture of flag-bits SRAM cell has been explained in
[13]. The flag-bit of AVDC adopts the standard 6T SRAM
storage cell. Once the value is written into the bit, it must be
kept until the next value is written. When the flag-bit is 1,
the SRAM cells are normally used. When the flag bit is 0,
the corresponding SRAM cell is shut off. Figure 5 shows the
conventional SRAM cell and the modified SRAM cell. The
modification consists of two ways: 1) using a Gated-Vdd

technique [10] controls the cell to open or close. As extra
pMOS transistor is integrated into the conventional SRAM
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Fig. 5 SRAM cell modification. (a) Conventional SRAM cell and
(b) modified high-bit SRAM cells for AVDC.

cell. When the “Gated-Vdd Control” goes high, the SRAM
cell’s voltage is floated, turning off the entire cell. 2) A sub-
wordline is added to control SRAM cell. The state of sub-
wordline is decided by wordline and high-bit control signal
that is corresponding flag-bit through the NAND gate (G1).
The state of sub-wordline keeps the same with the wordline
under normal situation. However, the state of sub-wordline
will always remain inactive when the control signal is low.

4.3 Sense Amplifier and Its Modification

Using AVDC, the discharge operation of row line will not
happen when the closed cell is accessed. It makes column
line not produce obvious voltage difference. Figure 6 shows
the traditional sense amplifier and the modified sense ampli-
fier for AVDC. A traditional sense amplifier will introduce
competition and jitter under such a situation. This will not
only make the output state unpredictable, but also cause a
large amount of waste of the power consumption. So we
modify the sense amplifier of high-bit cells to solve this
problem. Similar to SRAM cell modification, a sub-sense
is used to decide whether the high-bit cell works. The sub-
sense comes from the output of G2. In addition, NAND gate
(G4) replaces an original NOT gate (G3), so sense amplifier
does not work in cases where the flag-bit is 0. Modified
sense amplifier will automatically stop work, and enforce
the output to 0 to ensure the integrity of the output data when
the high-bit cell is shut off. For the LWV, the modification
does not affect the normal work of high-bit sense amplifier.

4.4 Assessment of Size and Delay

AVDC modifies only the high SRAM cells that belong to
MBA or HBA, and the SRAM cell in LBA is not changed.
In Fig. 5, replacing an inverter into a NAND gate G1 could
increase the wordline’s driving delay, because a NAND gate

Fig. 6 Sense amplifier modification. (a) Conventional sense amplifier
and (b) modified sense amplifier of high-bit cell.

contains more transistors than an inverter. According to
[13], delay is increased about 2% under the same transistor
size, and this increment can be avoided if the NAND gate
transistor’s size is tripled without representing a significant
overall area increase. It is similar for sense amplifier. So the
modified circuit can maintain the same cache access delay
as the original, and the same analysis is applied to G4.

We consider read and write delay overhead of AVDC,
separately. For each write access, AVDC cannot generate
the visible delay penalty because the VWV pattern detection
is carried out before the cache access, since the value to be
written is known in early stages such as decode stage, which
is same as write operation of FV cache [7], [13]. For reads,
similar to non-delayed FV Cache design (1-cycle FVC) [13],
AVDC also uses 1-cycle latency for non-FVs as well as FVs
by the flag bit gating the open/close of the high-bit array.
Thus, the flag-bit is read out in parallel with all the data bits.
Note that the high-bit data bits have no output if the cor-
responding flag-bit is reset, since its SRAM cell and sense
amplifier do not work. So a NAND gate is necessary to re-
construct zeros when the flag-bit is reset, which may cause a
little delay to read cycle because of its more transistors than
the traditional output driver (shown in Fig. 6). But, the de-
lay can be avoided as mentioned above, so there is no visible
delay penalty for each read access.

Using the Gated-Vdd technique affects little on circuit
size. Each pair of bit lines only allocates one sense ampli-
fier, so this size increment can be ignored. The size incre-
ment is mainly from the flag-bit. Each word (32 bits) adds
two bits flag-bit, and the size increases 1/16. Because the
number of corresponding control circuit gates is as the same
as the number of flag-bit, the overall increase of storage in
size is 1/8 = 12.5%. We compared the size before and af-
ter circuit modification (evaluation size is 16 kB with about
60% the storage body) by CACTI3.0 [14]. The result shows
that the overall increasing of size is 7.5% compared with the
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conventional cache, and 3.75% compared with FVs cache.

5. Experiments

5.1 Simulation Environment

To evaluate the power and performance in 70 nm
CMOS technology, we employ the HotLeakage 1.0
power/performance simulator [17], which is built upon
Wattch 1.02 power/performance simulator [18], and has
circuit-level accuracy for modeling the leakage current of
cache- like structures. The Wattch simulator is built on the
Simplescalar 3.0 simulation tool set [15] and integrates the
CACTI timing, power and area models [14]. The baseline
configuration we use is listed in Table 1. We compared the
proposed AVDC with FV cache proposed by Zhang’s [13]
and the traditional cache. L1 Data Cache (L1DC) is ana-
lyzed.

5.2 Benchmark

Twelve SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks were employed (in-
clude the six SPECint and the six SPECfp benchmark). All
SPEC applications use the reference inputs. In order to
verify the performance, all of the benchmarks are wholly
completed, and it is ensured that the number of instructions
of each benchmark is more than one hundred million. We
compiled the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks for the Alpha
21264/Unix using gcc-2.7.2 compiler and link. The statisti-
cal information of benchmarks is shown in Table 2.

5.3 AVDC Granularity

While a recommended architecture of AVDC has been de-
scribed in Sect. 3, the AVDC can also be designed with dif-
ferent granularity of line architecture. In other words, there

Table 1 Simulation processor configuration.

parameters value

Fetch/Decode/Issue/Commit 4 Instructions Width
Branch Direction Predictor 16 K-entry Gshare
Branch Target Buffer 512-Entry, 2-Way
LSQ Size 32
Instruction Fetch Queue Size 32
Functional Units 4 Int ALU, 2 Int mult/div,

FP ALU, 2 FP mult/div, 2
MEMPORT

Branch Misprediction Penalty 6 cycles
Instruction L1 Cache 16 KB, 32 Byte Blocks,

Direct Mapped, Latency:
1 cycle

Data L1 Caches 16 KB, 32 Byte Blocks, 4-
way Mapped, Latency: 1
cycle

UL2 Cache 256 MKBs, 64 Byte Blocks,
4-way Mapped, Latency:
6 cycle

Memory Ideal size, Latency: 100
cycle

are many configurations of dividing cache array. For exam-
ple, 16-bit granularity means that the cache array is divided
into two sub-arrays with each sub-array being 16 bits. We
conducted a study to see how various granularities achieve
ideal results. Figure 7 shows the reduction in total power
consumption for various granularities. Three uniform gran-
ularities are used to compare with our proposed non-uniform
granularity, where 16-bit, 8-bit and 4-bit granularity means
that the data array is divided into 2*16-bit, 4*8-bit and 8*4-
bit, respectively. We show results for three uniform granu-
larities (16-bit, 8-bit and 4-bit granularity) and our proposed
non-uniform granularity, where all of the results includes
the power consumption of the additional flag-bit. We see
that the 8-bit granularities gives the greatest power savings
overall in all of the uniform granularities. Usually, a large
granularity decreases AVDC efficiency than a small gran-
ularity because a large granularity decreases bit-width that
can be shut off when storing a small value. For example,
storing a very small value (i.e. 0 or 1), AVDC can not shut
off the SRAM cells from the second bit to the 15th bit at
the 16-bit granularity, but can not shut off the SRAM cells
from the second bit to the 7th bit at the 8-bit granularity.
In addition, excessive “narrow” granularity is also fatal be-
cause each sub-array except the lowest sub-array needs one
bit flag-bit to control the open or close the SRAM cell. The
additional flag-bit not only produces the power consump-
tion but also increases the complexity and size of cache. For
example, a 4-bit granularity would almost double the area

Table 2 Benchmark program.

Fig. 7 Power saving for accesses when applying various sized bit fields.
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overhead.
The further experimental results show the uniform

granularity is not good because of the value locality. A
good engineering compromise is to balance between granu-
larity and value locality by a more effective approach where
line architecture is grouped into non-uniform granularity to
achieve a high value coverage rate without sacrificing effi-
ciency of AVDC. As described in Sect. 3, the values that
only need one fourth of word and half of word occupy about
82% of all values. Thus, two upper granularities should be
merged to reduce the size and to increase the efficiency of
AVDC. Meanwhile, we discovered that values less than
4 bits occupy the lager proportion in the range of values
less than 8 bits. Figure 8 shows that Value Access Coverage
(VAC) rate and Value Storage Coverage (VSC) rate increase
following with bit-width in the L1 Date Cache, where the
results are the average value of all the benchmarks. It is
obvious that two curves are approximate, where data width
increases after certain degree, the coverage rate enhance-
ment became slow. It is because that VAC and VSC already
achieve a high coverage rate when the data width is small.
The results show that VAC and VSC is equal to 42.21%
and 40.35% respectively when the data width is equal to 4.
So the first granularity is 4 bits instead of 8 bits to achieve
higher efficiency. Figure 7 also shows that the power sav-
ing of non-uniform granularity is better than other uniform
granularity. Therefore, the architecture of AVDC that is di-
vided into three sub-array (the values less than 4 bits stored
in LBA about occupy 40%, the value less than 16 bits stored
in LBA+MBA also about occupy 80%, using all of the ar-
rays is only less than 20%) is feasible.

5.4 Power Saving

We discuss the power saving from two respects, dynamic
power consumption and static power consumption.

5.4.1 Dynamic Power Saving

In the AVDC design, the energy consumption can be sep-
arated into two major components. First, there is a fixed
cost that all accesses must incur regardless of value pat-

Fig. 8 Data width contribution to VAC and VSC.

terns, caused by the peripheral circuitry such as decoder, tag
bitlines and data pattern detection. The second component
arises in computing the data array energy due to the word-
line length and number of bitlines driven such as data bit-
lines and sense amplifier, which vary according to the value
pattern in AVDC. It is well known that the second compo-
nent is the biggest power consumption contributor in AVDC
like as that in the traditional cache. Most energy is dissi-
pated in the bitlines which are areas where we expect to ob-
tain power savings through preventing high-bit array of the
SM-WV from accessing.

The most major dynamic power consumption that
arises due to the bitlines and sense amplifier is a function
of the wordline length. Thus, the dynamic power consump-
tion can be reduced because AVDC can prevent high-bit ar-
rays of SM-WV from accessing. Contrarily, the dynamic
power consumption is increased due to the extra two bits
of the flag-bit when LWV is accessed. On the other words,
AVDC represents tradeoff between lower dynamic energy
consumption for SM-WV accesses and higher dynamic en-
ergy consumption for LWV accesses. The tradeoff depends
on the access coverage of each value pattern and the energy
consumption of each value pattern. In the Sect. 3, we have
presents the SM-WV occupies a large proportion of data ac-
cess. Here, we obtained the energy consumption of AVDC
from HSpice simulations from extracted layout. Table 3
shows the energy consumption for basic wordline (32 bits)
and each value patterns in AVDC. Comparing with the basic
wordline, reading a SWV and a MWV can obviously reduce
the energy consumption about 46% and 17%, respectively.
Writing a SWV and MWV can reduce the energy consump-
tion about 64% and 34%. But the energy consumption in-
crease about 6.2% for reading a LWV and 4.4% for wring
a LWV. Both results (access coverage and the energy con-
sumption of each value pattern) show that the energy reduc-
tion due to accessing SM-WV is much larger than the energy
increment due to accessing LWV.

Furthermore, the increment in power consumption
arises due to VWVP-D that must be carried out during write
operations. Data patterns must be detected every write ac-
cess since the information of the data is not known a prior.
Fortunately, the power consumption for VWV pattern de-
tection is small because of its simple logic. In fact, the
VWVP-D circuit gives an overall power consumption of
under 7% on average, comparing the results of Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10. Summarizing, the power saving due to reducing the
wordline length is much large, and power increment due to
the flag-bit logics and the VWVP-D is neglected.

We employ XCACTI 3.0 [14] to measure the cache
power consumption, and implement AVDC model on

Table 3 Energy consumption for each value pattern in the AVDC design.
(pJ)

Operation Basic Wordline LWV MWV SWV

Read 45.6 48.43 37.83 24.64
Write 107.6 112.33 71.5 39.26
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Fig. 9 Dynamic power saving.

Fig. 10 Total power saving compared with the traditional data cache.

XCACTI. The variables Ndwl and Ntwl used in XCACTI
are set to 1 because our scheme does not support the col-
umn line to cut apart. FV cache proposed by Zhang [13] is
well done in low dynamic-power and low static-power. So
we also modified XCACTI 3.0 to incorporate a model of
the FV cache design to compare with AVDC. To simplify
comparison and modeling, the FV finder and the encoder
were simulated with the SRAM register file. The power con-
sumption of CAM memory cells and corresponding combi-
national logic overhead are excluded from FV cache. Mean-
while, the power consumption of the VWVP-D is also ex-
cluded from the AVDC for fair comparison.

Figure 9 shows the power saving of AVDC and FV-
32 cache. The power saving rate of some benchmarks with
high access coverage like parser, vpr, and art is more than
45%. However, for benchmarks with low access coverage,
the power saving rate is also near 15%. Thus, the power sav-
ing becomes larger following the value coverage increment.
Figure 9 illustrates that AVDC reduced the dynamic power
consumption by 34.83% of the data cache, and Zhang’s FV-
32 cache reduced 27.08% on average. The main reason of
the above results is that the access coverage of the AVDC is
higher than that of Zhang’s FV-32 cache.

Finally, the overall power consumption is also simu-
lated. Figure 10 presents the overall power saving of the
AVDC. The power consumption compared with the tra-
ditional data cache reduces about 28.2%, on average. Al-
though the power reduction is less than the results shown in
Fig. 9 (under 7%, on average) because of the VWVP-D cir-

cuit costs per writing access, the proposed AVDC still out-
performs the traditional cache and the FV cache.

5.4.2 Static Power Saving

AVDC can reduce the static power consumption. As men-
tioned in Sect. 4, the overall static power consumption sav-
ing depends on the coverage of VWV pattern in data cache.
Through Fig. 1, we found that there is abundant VWV in
the L1 data cache for SPEC 2000 benchmark. On average,
82% of the total values are the SM-WV, the highest is 98%
for benchmark ‘parser’ and the lowest 67% for benchmark
‘galgel’. The static power saving is proportional to the num-
ber of bit-width that can be shut off. The calculation formula
of the percentage of shutoff unit (σ) is given by Eq. (3):

σ = S WV% × 28/34

+ MWV% × 16/34 (3)

Equation (3) shows the value that is SWV can turn off
28 bit unused high-bit cell, the value that is SM-WV can
turn off 16 bit unused high-bit cell. We also need 2 bits flag-
bit per 32 bit word. So the result of above formula equals
53.76%. Gated-Vdd technique using pMOS can reduce the
static power consumption to 86%, so the static power sav-
ing using AVDC are 46.23% (53.76% × 86%) on average.
Comparing with the conventional 32-bit per word cache, the
static power saving can be calculated as 100% − (100% −
46.23%) × 34/32 = 42.87%. The static power reduction by
Zhang’s FV-32 cache is about 33%. So the proposed AVDC
can reduce the static power more than FV cache.

6. Conclusion

We proposed the Adaptive Various-width Data Cache for
reducing the power consumption of a data cache memory,
which is predicated on the observation that many cached
values are narrow-width values. AVDC can reduce both
the dynamic and static power consumption without increas-
ing cache access. Different from the traditional FV cache
technique, our approach is applicable not only to specific
instruction set processor but also to general purpose pro-
cessor, because it does not need to find the frequent value
dedicated for each program, and the narrow-width value are
frequently used in a program. Therefore, ADVC can ac-
cess in one cycle for all values. Experimental results show
that AVDC achieved 34.83% dynamic power reduction and
42.87% static power reduction on average compared with
the cache without AVDC, each improved by 7.75% and
9.87% compared with the FV cache respectively. Further-
more, AVDC adds only two bits based on the conventional
cache and one bits more than FV cache, so area increment
is very little.
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